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DCC 95 Impressions
The most common and recurring theme: multiresolutional/hierarchical
analysis/compression of text/images/video. That is, multistage predictorcorrector steals the show. It’s time for Grand Unification.
1. Zerotree coding

Zero-tree coding has become very popular. Shapiro and his paper
were mentioned in almost every talk about wavelet compression:
J.M.Shapiro, Embedded image coding using zerotrees of wavelet
coefficients, IEEE Trans. on Signal Processing, 41(12), 3445-3462.
Zero-tree is nothing but a “century-old” quadtree segmentation (still
very widely used in computer graphics), only applied to three-trees of
wavelet coefficients, rather than quadtrees of image multiscale
representations.
The idea: many wavelet coefficients especially after a coarse
thresholding are insignificant (zeroed off). Because the wavelet
decomposition of an image is so “sparse”, it makes sense to represent the
entire set of coefficients as a significance bitmap (indicating the location of
significant coefficients) plus a sequence of significant values themselves.
Zerotree is an efficient way to compactly transmit the significance map to
the decoder: if a node is marked as zerotree root, it means that all its children
are insignificant, therefore, the corresponding portion of the significance
map needn’t be transmitted at all.
In the original Shapiro’s method the significance map was coded in a
so-called dominant pass by telling the decoder the status of the current tree
node as being significant positive, significant negative, insignificant with
significant children, or a zerotree root. The other bits of significant
coefficients were transmitted during a subordinate pass. The three-tree of
wavelet coefficients is traversed breadth-first. Progressive thresholding of
the three-tree with dyadic thresholds (which are powers of two) is a neat way
of sending bits of the wavelet coefficients. A more general approach was
mentioned in a talk Tree structured Vector quantization with significance
map for wavelet image coding, p.33 of the Proceedings: rather than
quantize/threshold coefficients, send as many bits of as many coefficients as
necessary to achieve a desired bit rate at a given distortion. Note that a loss
of one bit in different wavelet coefficients may have different effect on the
reconstructed image, therefore, one needs to single out the most “important”
/sensitive coefficients/bands and encode them with more bits.
Another idea (which I came up with two years ago but haven’t played
with): encode the significance maps as a sequence of moves a finite

